Quorum attained at 1340.

**GLSA Representatives 2015-2016 present:**

LLM Thesis: **Anastasia Berwald** – V-P Internal

DCL: **Vincent Dalpé** - President

LLM Non-Thesis: **Gregor Zymek** – VP Finance

IASL: **Julius Dunton** – V-P Communications

ICL: **Adrien Habermacher** – V-P Academic

There was no specific Agenda.

The following subjects were discussed:

1) Discussion of the Christmas party.

2) VP Internal took the floor to discuss the theme of the graduate conference and on a future party (karaoke theme) to come soon in the next month or two.

3) Discussion of the faculty ball (on April 29) and on which venue would be suitable (discussion of costs of alcohol, which might be a very important element to decide on).

4) Various activities such as hoodies, sugar shack and other activities were discussed. VP Communication will try to find a halal or vegetarian sugar shack, if one exists.

5) Reminder by VP Finance for the payment of fees. This shall be done on a regular basis until the end of the academic year.

6) The VP academic and PGSS Representative Vince Eong Tsee discussed the selection of the new dean of law. What characteristics are required for new dean? Discussion on the nomination of potential candidates (directly through headhunters).
7) The VP Academic talked of the fair use policy of cubicles, and how rights would be retained (frequency, etc.). He will be discussing this at the next library meeting. Also the equity committee was discussed.

8) The President discussed the graduate conference, about the faculty cuts related to graduate funding, and various committees. Moreover, there was rapid discussion on the reform programme of D.C.L., such as a mentorship programme between PHD and LL.M. students.

Meeting closed at 1430.